Kitchens

burning desires
Turn up the heat with ranges and hoods drenched in dazzling jewel tones

opening statement
Lined in brilliant blue, this dual oven is a beauty inside and out

counter offers
Get into the groove with vibrant solid surfaces

People gather in the kitchen, so I believe in making it beautiful. Colorful ranges can elevate a space and transform it into something new—they’re timeless, not trendy. —SUZANNE EAGLES

1. SHERIDAN Porcelain hood is yellow, $1,499. meepaa.com
2. BERTAZZONI All-burner, griddle, and electric double oven is in stainless $8,999. us.bertazzoni.com
3. LA CORUNA: Hobi 150 cooker is quintessential escape from $6,000. lascoruna.com
4. ROBERT BRUNNER FOR EMVYN: Deluxe wall hood in red to the trade, registerevine.com $9,000

CAESARSTONE CONCRETO granite surface in sage; to the trade, caesarstone.com
CAMBRIA quartz surfacing in blue from $55 per sq. ft. cambria.com

IN T. BARTLETT'S A COLORFUL NOODLE ENVENUS A KITCHEN BY CIRCOPOLIS/VESTALO

We're all used to the way security is: Control panels, contracts, passwords and paranoia. Lots of hurry hurry, quick quick, But what if security were different? What if it felt like it was one step ahead? With the answers to “What was that?” and “Who is that?” just like that What if it were tough on bad guys, easy on you? What if it were so simple to use, you actually used it?

nest
From now on, this is security.